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1. INTR~DUOT~~N 
Let HO be the self-adjoint realization in L’(R”) of the operator of 
convolution with a real C” function P defined in R”, 
H,u(x)= P(D) u(x) = (27-c-” 1 fe*~>P(t) ii(l) &, ti~Cr(R”). 
Here ti denotes the Fourier transform of U. We assume that P has the 
following properties: 
(i) there exist two positive constants c and 6 such that 1 + IP( + 
IP’(5)l >c ItI’, V CER”; 
(ii) If”“‘(t)1 <C,(l + IP(5)l + IP’(t)l), V PER”, VaeN”, la1 32; 
(iii) ifC,={AER,3lER”, P’(c)=O,l=P(<)} then C’,isatmosta 
countable set. 
If P is a polynomial we can see using the Tarski-Seidenberg theorem 
that the assumption (i) may be replaced with 
(i)’ limlei + oo (IP(<)I + IP’(5)l) = a. 
A polynomial which satisfies (i)’ and (ii) is called a simply characteristic 
polynomial [4]. 
The spectral properties of H, which is unitary equivalent (via the 
Fourier transform) with the operator of multiplication with P(5) are well 
known. In this paper we shall describe the spectrum of a perturbed 
operator H = H, + V. The perturbations V considered here can be decom- 
posed in two parts, I/= I’, + V,. V, is the short-range perturbation and 
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V, is the long-range perturbation. The conditions imposed on V, and V, 
are the following: 
(iv) there exists a number m in N such that dom V, 2 dom Hr 
(dom A is the domain of definition of the operator A); 
(v) ll(H,, + i)-” V,B( ./r)ll EL’(R+ ; dr) for one (and hence for 
every) function 0 in Cm(F), e(x) =0 for 1x1 d 5, 0(x) = 1 for 1x1 > 1; 
(vi) the operator V, is an operator of multiplication with a C” 
function V,(x) and 
13; VL(X)I Q Ca(X)-60-‘a’, VXER”,V~EN”, 
where 6, is a positive constant and (x) = (1 + Ix~*)‘/~; 
(vii) the perturbation V= V, + V, is a symmetric operator on 
dom Hr; 
(viii) the operator H is a self-adjoint extension of (HO + 
vs+ WI&mH~~ 
(ix) $(H) - @(HO) is a compact operator for every $ in C,“(R); 
(x) rl/(H)(HO + i)” is a bounded operator for every $ in C,“(R). 
Now we recall some notation. If A is a self-adjoint operator then &&(A) 
is the subspace of absolute continuity of A, P,,(A) is the orthogonal projec- 
tion on this subspace, &(A) is the subspace of singularity continuous 
vectors and Ran A is the range of A. 
The main result of this paper is the following. 
THEOREM. Zf the assumptions (i)-(x) are satisfied then there exists a Coo 
function W: R x R” -+ R such that: 
(a) there exist the modified wave operators 
$f’+ = s - lim ei’He-iiW(‘,D)P,,(Ho); 
I--t *aa 
(b) Ran WI, =.&(H); 
(c) -G(H) = to>; 
(d) the eigenvalues of H which are not in c, are offinite multiplicity 
and they can accumulate only in the points of C,. 
Remark. (1) Instead of (v) and (x) we could assume that $(H) F’s is 
a bounded operator and lly?(H) P’s& ./r)ll E L’(R + ; dr) for every II/ in 
C,“(R) and 8 like in (v). Dom HT can be replaced with any set which is 
included in dom H, and dense in L*(R”). 
(2) Slight modifications in the proof of the theorem allow us to 
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consider functions P which are not smooth in the whole space. More 
precisely we can assume that P is C” in R”\S, that (i) and (ii) are satisfied 
in R”\S, that C,u P(S) is at most a countable set and that if K is a 
compact set in R\C, u P(S), then dist(P-‘(K), S) > 0. The last assertion is 
true in particular if S is a bounded set. 
We shall give a time-dependent proof of the theorem stated before. Our 
proof was inspired by the paper of Muthuramalingam [7]. In that paper 
he proved a similar result for second degree polynomials P and more 
restrictive conditions imposed on I/,. Time-dependent proofs of the 
asymptotic completeness for the case IP( -+ cc when ItI + cc can be 
found in a lot of papers. We mention here those of Simon [9], Kitada and 
Yajima [6], and Iftimie [S]. In fact in [7] Muthuramalingam has adapted 
the proof of Kitada and Yajima to the case of simply characteristic 
operators of order two. 
2. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF THE HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATIONS 
In [3] the function W(t, 5) with defines the modified free evolution is a 
solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
awt, 0 awt, 5) -=P(5)+ I/, ~ at ( > x . 
In this paper we do not use an exact solution of this equation, but an 
approximate one. However, the modified wave operators defined here differ 
from those defined in [3] only by an unitary factor. 
We proceed now to the construction of the approximate solutions of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Let x be a function in C “( R”), 0 < x < 1, 
x(x)= 1 for 1x1 22, x(x)=0 for 1x1 < 1 and PE (0, 11 to be fixed later. 
LEMMA 2.1. If 
V(p, t;x)=&x)~(xlo<::t’) VL(x), xER”, tER, 
then 
for x in R”, E = 6,/4, v = 0, 1, . . . . q, v < lul. Here q is a positive integer. 
The proof of this lemma consists in a straightforward calculation and we 
skip over it. 
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WA P, t, x, 5) = 0 
Y(m, /A t, x, 5) = 1; VP9 r,x+zP’(5)+YQ(m-1,p,r,x,5))dT, 
in = 0, 1, . . . . m,, 
where mO& d 1~ (m, + 1 )E. 
We also introduce the following notations: 
For a fixed number 0 E (0, 1) and two positive constants a and A we set 
D, =D+(c, a, A) 
= {(x,5);x.P’(5)>, -~I4 I~‘(5)l,I~‘(5)1>~, IP(< + IWN)L 
D- = {(x, 5);x.P’(5)<a 1x1 IP’(t)l, IP’(Ol >a, IP(5)l <A(1 + IP’(Ol)). 
LEMMA 2.2. For every q in N there exists a number p,, E (0, 11 such that 
6) l~~Y(m,p,t,x,5)16C,p”Itl’~“(x)-“, lal<q+m,-m, m<m,, 
P~PO, t20, (x, 4)eDk; 
(ii) la;Vp, t, W(m,p, t,x, 01 <C,p”(tY” (x)-‘, Ial dq+m,- 
m-1, mdm,, pdpo, t20, (GOED+; 
(iii) I$ d ‘c Y(m,p, t, 4 5)l GC,p”(x)-“, lal Qq+m,-m, 0-c I PI ,<q, 
m<m,, P<P~, t20, (x, <IED,; 
(iv) IaT 8: VP, t, w;(m, p, t, x, 511 < CmpE(t)p’-e <x)~&, (al d 
q+mo-m- 1, 0~ ISI dq, mdm,, pdp,, t20, (x, OED,; 
(VI l~~~~CY(m,p,t,x,~)-Y(m-l,p,t,x,~)lI < CmpE(t)‘pme 
(x)~&, lal dq+m,-m, IPI Gq, m<m,, p<po, tS0, (x, ~)ED+. 
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Proof We shall prove only (i) and (ii); the proof of the other 
statements of the lemma is similar. We consider only the case of the 
sign “ + ” (most of the assertions in this paper will be proved only for 
this case since the case of the sign “-” is in general analogous). The 
estimates (i) and (ii) can be verified simultaneously by induction with 
respect to m. If (i) is true for m, then (ii) is also true for m. Indeed, 
8; UP, t, w;(m, P, t, x, 5)) is a sum of terms of the form 
Ial 
C(a!V)(p, t, W’(m, p, t, x, 5)) n d~‘(YtP(5) + Y(m, p, 4 x, Oh 
;= 1 
where (ji) is the multiindex of length one whose j,th component is nonzero. 
Here O< I/II < 1~11, CIp_‘, yi=tl, lyil #O, i=l, 2, . . . IpI, Cl!, (j,)=fl. 
Now Y(m, p, t, x, <) satisfies (i), the function P-the assumption (ii) 
from the introduction and I’( p, t, . tthe conclusion of Lemma 2.1. Hence 
the absolute value of such a term can be estimated on D, by 
C@(t)-” (x+ tP’(t)+ Y;(m, p, t, x, 5))-‘P’-E (t [P’(r)1 + CmpEtl--E)‘a’. 
But on D, we have 
Ix + tP’(<)l > (1x1 + t IP’(Ol) =: ccdl-w + t IP’(Ol). 
If t” lP’(5)l k 1, then 
I Y@4 P, 6 x, 01 < Cd”+“dC,p”t lP’(t)l G!f t IP’(Ol, 
if p is smaller than (c,/2C,)‘l”. Hence 
So we can further estimate our expression by Cp”( t ) de (x) -‘. 
If t< IP’(r)l-““<a-“2, the derivatives of V( p, t, W;(m, p, t, x, 0) 
admit the majorant c(a)@(t)-’ (x>-& since t IP’(t)l <u-(‘-~)‘~. 
Summing up one obtains (ii). 
In order to conclude the proof we remark that (i) is trivial for m = 0 and 
for m # 0 it is an immediate consequence of (ii) for m - 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. For every q in N and for every compact set KC R” we have 
that 
(i) Ia; W, p, 4 01 dC, I4 l-‘, I4 <q+mO-m, pE (0, 11, m<m,, 
{EK,~ER; 
(ii) V;(~!V(p, 4 w;(m. P, 4 t;))l <C,<t)-“-lBi, la1 dq+m,-- 
m-l, IPI<q, p~(0, 11, m<m,, <EK,tER; 
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(iii) la:(Y(m, p, t, <)- Y(m- 1, P, t, <))I d Cm(t)1-ma7 I4 Gq+ 
mO-mm, p~(0, 11, m<m,, <SK, tER. 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.2 if we make use 
of the inequalities 
1a:vp, t,x)l <C,(t)-‘“‘-“, x~R”,p~(0,1],t~R. 
LEMMA 2.4. For every p in (0, 1 ] there exist 
,“Tm (Wl, 4 <I--- W(P, 4 4)) 
- 
uniformly with respect to < in a compact set Kc R”. 
ProojI Since W( 1, t, 5) - W( p, t, 0 = Y(m,, t, 5) - Y(m,, p, t, [), it is 
sufficient to prove by induction that there exist 
lim a:( Y(m, t, t) - Y(m, P, t, 01, Ial =G m, - m, m = 0, 1, . . . . m,. 
t--t +cc 
We suppose that this assertion is true for m - 1 and we prove it for m. We 
have 
Y(m, t, 5) - Y(m, P, 4 0 = J: C V(1, 7, up’ + Ye@ - 1, 7, t)) 
But 
- V( P, T, zP’(<) + Y;(m - 1, P, 7, t))l&. 
V(L LX)- VP, I, Y)=W)-x(Px))x (XIO(;;f)) VL(X) 
+(x-y)f (d,V)(p, t,Bx+(l-B)y)&. 
0 
Hence 
Yh t, 5) - Y(m, p, t, 5) 
= ;CV(L s 7, W;(m - 1, 7, <)) - V(p, 7, W;(m - L7, t))l d7 
+ 
I 
d (Y;(m - 1, 7, 4) - Y;(m - 1, P, 55)) 
. I ; (a,v(P, ?, TP’(t) + eY;(m - 1, 7, r) 
+(1-O) Y;(m-l,p,z,t))d6dz. 
505/89/t-11 
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In the first integral we have to integrate only from 0 to t,, where t, 
is the smallest number which has the properties that (to) > e and 
(&,)/log( to) > 2p - ‘; if t is greater than to, then the function to integrate 
is equal to zero. The existence of the limit of the second term is established 
using Lemma 2.3, (ii), and the hypothesis of induction. Q.E.D. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2, (iii). 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf 1~11, I PI Gq, then 
SUP (x>-’ lp!cy( mo- 1, p, t, o- Y(q)- 1, p, t, 4 011 <a. 
tsO,(X,r)ED+ 
The last lemma from this section compares the approximate solution 
W(t, 5) of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation with the exact one IV,(t, 5) 
8, W,(h 0 = p(t) f V,(d, W,(t, 0) 
constructed in [3]. (In fact for every compact set KE ([; IF”({)1 #O} there 
exists a number t,> 0 such that this equation is satisfied for < in K and 
ItI > tK.) Moreover 
la;(w,k 5)- tP(5))l <C,f1p60 for 5 in K. 
The constants C, may depend on the compact set K. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let K be a compact set in {{; lP’(<)l ZO}. Then the limits 
lim ( Wt, 5) - w,(t, 5)) f--t +a0 
exist uniformly with respect o l in K. 
Sketch of Prooj We set Y,(t, 5) = IV,(t, 5) - tP(5). It can be proved by 
induction that 
la;(Y,(t, 5) - Y(m, 6 5))l 
<Ctl-(m+l)E 9 (u(<m,-m,t~K,m=O,l,..., m,-1. 
Then 
Y,(t, 0 - Y(moy t, 5) 
= s ’ (1 -x(W;,&m,- 1, z, t,)) 0 
‘X 
( 
wi,t(mo - i;T ‘) log{’ ’ 
> 
v,( W;,S(mo _ 1, q 5)) 
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+ ~Y;,,(T, [) + (1 - 19) Y;(m - 1, r, [)) dtl dz. 
Now we can proceed like in the proof of Lemma 2.4. Q.E.D. 
3. THE EXISTENCE OF THE MODIFIED WAVE OPERATORS 
In this section we shall outline the proof of the part (a) of the theorem. 
Let W(t, <) be the approximate solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
constructed in the previous section. Then the limits 
exist for 24 in $(sZ) = { UEY(R”); suppticsZ}, where O= {tJ;P’(<)#O}. 
The set $(52) is dense in X!,(H,) and 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf u is in d(Q), then ep iw(t,D)u converges weakly to zero 
when t+ foe. 
ProofI It is sufficient to show that 
(e- iW(‘J%, u) -+ 0, t-r fco,VuE$(Q),vUE.Y(Rn). 
But 
Let us remark that lit?~ C,“(Q). Hence the conclusion of the lemma is a 
consequence of the following result. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a be equal to inf{ lP’(t)/; c~supp ti} and b to 
sup{ 1 P’( 01; 5 E supp t; }. Then for every m in N there exists a constant C, 
and to > 0 such that 
le- ‘w(‘%(x)I 6 C,(l + 1x1 + ItI)-” for l~l$(~,2b),Irl>to. 
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Proof. According to the definition 
Since 
for r in supp li, there exists a number to > 0 such that 
lx-tP’(<)- y#%, t, 511 +t+ 1x1) 
for Ix/t/ < a/2, 5 E supp ti and t > t,. Therefore we can introduce the 
operator 
x - w;ct, 5) 
L= -i Ix- Jqt, <p, 
which has the property that 
Lei<x.r>~iw(r.to=,i<.~,e>-iw(1,5) 
Thus 
e-iWr,D)u(x)= (zn)-n J ei<~,5>-iWr,t)(f~)m qg dc. 
As 
I(‘L)” i(t)1 < C,(l + 1x1 + t)-” 
for x and t like before, we obtain the desired estimation for the case 
Ix/t I d a/2, t > to. The other cases can be treated in a similar way. Q.E.D. 
Now, since u is in $(sZ), there exists a function q5 in C,“(R) with 
#(H,)u = U. Applying Lemma 3.1 and the assumption (ix) from the intro- 
duction we deduce that 
s - ,“?1, P(qi(H) - (?qz&)) e-‘W”-D)u = 0. 
- 
Therefore the limits (1) exist if there exist 
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for q4 in CT(R) and u in S&52). The existence of these limits is proved by 
Cook’s method. We consider only the case t + +co. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u be in S&Q) and $ in C,“(R). Then 
Proof We have 
= ieifHq5(H)(H- 8, W(t, D)) epiwc’xD’u 
=iei’Hc$(H)[V,+(V,(x)- V(l,t,x)) 
+ (VL 6 qct, D)) - a, Y(mo, 6 D)) 
+ (V( 1, f, x) - V( 1, t, IV;(t, D)))] e-iW(‘,D)z4. 
We must estimate four integrals. In what follows t, is a fixed number 
greater than zero and sulIiciently large. 
(a) j19p II+(H) Vse-iW(r,D)u(Idt< co. This estimation results in a 
standard way from Lemma 3.2 and the assumptions (v) and (x) from the 
introduction (see [ 8 ] ). 
(b) J: II(vL(x)- J’(h hx))e Piw(‘.D)~I] dt < co. First we remark that 
V,(x) - V( 1, t, x) = 0 for 1x1 > 2 max( 1, (t)/log(t )). Then we take t, such 
that 2( t )/log( t ) < at/2 for t 2 f,, and we apply again Lemma 3.2. 
(c) sc I/( V( 1, t, IV;(t, D)) - 8, Y(m,, t, D)) e-iw(‘.D)ull dt < co. 
Indeed, Lemma 2.3 (ii) and (iii) imply that 
I VA 4 qct, 0) - 8, wb, t, 01 < C(t) -cmo+ lb
for l in supp ti. But (m,, + 1)s is greater than 1. 
(d) j: II( V(1, t, x)- I’(l, t, I+‘;(& D))) ePiw(r,D)u]l dt < co. We have 
(V(1, t, x)- V(1, t, IV;(t, D))eP’W(‘,D’u(x) 
=(2x)-” je’ ‘~X~~)~iw(‘~t;)[V(l, t, x)- I’(1, t, IV;(t, c))] ti(<) dt 
=(271)-n j ei<x.t>-iW(r,t) 
(x-W;(r,E)).j1(dxY)(1,f,ex+(l-~)W;(I,5))d~ 
0 1 fit<) & 
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= i i’l aj(t, x, D) e-rW(t,D)U 






x a, a, wt, 0, 
h,(t,~,5)=S~(a.,~)(i,t,ex+(i-e) vwwe. 
0 
The amplitudes aj and b, satisfy the following inequalities: 
l+fai(t, x, 5)1 + la:afbj(t, x, <)I ~c(t>-‘~“, 1~11, 181 d 4 + 1, [I 
for 5 in a neighbourhood of supp ~2. We can now apply the theorem of con- 
tinuity of pseudodifferential operators due to Calderon and Vaillancourt 
(see [ 131). Q.E.D. 
The next proposition is an immediate consequence of this lemma. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Zf the assumptions (i)-(x) are satisfied and if W(t, 5) is 
the approximate solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation constructed in the 
second section then there exist the modified wave operators 
@* = s - lim eirHe-iW(‘.D)P,,( Ho). 
,- *co 
Remark 3.5. Let W,(t, 5) be the exact solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation constructed in [3] and let F, (5) be equal to lim, _ +m ( W(t, <) - 
w,(t, t)), 5 EQ. Then 
lim eirHe - iWl(r.mU = p, erl;i(wU, 
t- +m 
for u in G(O). Thus the modified wave operators defined as in [3] exist 
and, moreover, their ranges are equal to Ran @, . 
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The following proposition is proved in [4]. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The modified wave operators WI, are partial iso- 
metries which intertwine H and H, and Ran m, c S&(H). 
4. THE ASYMPTOTIC COMPLETENESS OF THE MODIFIED WAVE OPERATORS 
DEFINITION. The modified wave operators are asymptotic complete if 
Ran @, =X&(H) and XC(H) = (0). 
In order to prove the asymptotic completeness of the modified wave 
operators, we shall construct for every + in C,“(R\C,) two families of 
bounded operators (P,, k }r>, such that P, + + P, _ approximates the 
identity and 
lim sup II( 1 - @, @) t,b(H) P, + eCirHuII = 0, 
r-cc tso 
(2) 
lim sup II (1 - PI, tt: ) $(H) P, _ e-“Hull = 0, 
r-+00 ($0 
(2)’ 
for every 2.4 in L*. 
The operators P,, will be pseudodifferential operators. The amplitudes 
of these operators are defined with the aid of the following functions: 
(1) gEC”(R), g(l)=0 for 1<a, g(A)=1 for 1>2a, where a is a 
positive constant; 
(2) fE C:(R), f(l) = 1 for IAl < 1, f(A) = 0 for IL1 2 2; 
(3) 8 E C “(R”) is like in the assumption (v) from the introduction; 
(4) tikCm(R), $+(A)+#-(A)= 1 for 14 <A 06$,(A)< 1, 
t)+(l)=0 for A<a,, t+-(A)=0 for A>o,, where a,~(0, 1) is a fixed 
constant. 
We fix another constant C > 0 and set 
( 
P(5) 
h(t)=.!- c(l + ,p,(5)l) dlP’(t)l), 
> 
a,+(x t)=h(t)II/. ( l;l.&:(yl) 0 ($ f-2 1. 
Then 
lQr, k (Y, 511 G C,? (y, 5) E R2”, r 2 1 (3) 
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and 
Next we define 
LEMMA 4.1. (i) The operators P,, can be extended by continuity to 
operators defined on L*(R”) and 
SUP /lPr,,II < 02. 
i-a1 
(ii) P, + + P, _ = h(D) O( ./r). 
(iii) IIP,,-P,r,II~Cr~‘,r~l. 
Proof: The assertion (i) is an immediate consequence of the Calderon- 
Vaillancourt theorem of continuity of pseudodifferential operators, (ii) 
results by a straightforward calculation and (iii) from (4) and the same 
theorem of Calderon and Vaillancourt (for details, see [S, 81). Q.E.D. 
Now we consider some approximations of the modified free evolution of 
P, + u and P, _ u: 
E,,,(t)u(x)=(2n)-“S(Se”~,~>-i~(~,’,v,c’a,,~(y,e)u(y)dy)d5, 
t 2 0, u E Y( R”). 
The number p will be fixed later sufficiently small. In the sequel we shall 
write W( t, y, g) = W( p, t, y, 0, Y( t, y, 5) = Y( p, t, y, 5). Since Y satisfies 
the estimations from Lemma 2.2 on a neighbourhood of supp a, *, the 
functions (y, 5) -+ e-iyct,y,r)ar, + (y, <) satisfy the inequalities 
Ias; ayPe-Wc~.S)a r,+(Yv 01 6 GB(WE~ (Y, ~)ER*~, 120. 
Therefore the operators defined by 
may be considered as pseudodifferential operators of order zero (and they 
admit extensions to continuous operators on L2(R”)). We have 
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We want to prove that F,,*(t) and E,+(t) are uniformly continuous 
operators in L2(R”) with respect to r > 1 and t 2 0. The proof of this 
statement is based on the following lemma from [7]: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let Z be a C” real function defined in R + x R” x R” which 
satisfies: 
(i) 1113~ a,Z(t, y, 011 6 f, V (t, y, r)~ R, x R” x R”, where II .I) denotes 
the norm of the linear map in R”; 
(ii) Ia; 8: a,z(t, Y, 01 G G,p, V(t, ~,~)ER+xR”xR”,GI+~~#O. 
We also suppose that b: Ix R, x R” x R” + @ is a Coo function with 
respect to (y, 5) E R” x R” (I is a set of parameters), such that for every z 
in I there is a compact set K(z) with the property that b(t, t, y, 5) =0 tf 
4: 4 K(z). In addition the function b satisfies the following estimations: 
(iii) 18; a!b(q t, Y,~)I~C~,~,V(Z,~,Y,S)E~XR+~R”~R”. 
Then the integral operator with kernel 
I(? t; x, Y) = J e’<X-Y>t)-iZ(‘. Y. t’b(t, t, y, 5) & 
is a continuous operator in L2(R”) and its norm is dominated by 
Msw{Ckp; bl, ISI <PI for P su tciently large. The constant M depends ff 
only on a finite number of constants C,,,. 
Remark 4.3. The fact that the estimations (i) and (ii) hold for all y, 5 
in R” is essential for the proof of this lemma given in [7]. But we can 
prove that the conclusion of Lemma 4.2 remains valid if 
Z(t, YY 5) = Y(4 Y, 0, 
suPPb(z,t,.,.)cD+(a,,c,C), vm-, 00. 
Indeed, from Lemma 2.2 we obtain that for p small enough the 
estimations (i) and (ii) are satisfied on D + (a, c/2, 2C), when CJ,, < CJ < 1. 
The kernel of the integral operator remains the same if we replace Y(t, y, 5) 
with h,(t) Y(t, y, l), where 
gi(A) = g(21); g and f are the functions defined at the beginning of this 
section. Therefore we can suppose that Y(t, y, 5) satisfies the estimations 
(i) and (ii) from the Lemma 4.2 on the set 
((t, Y9 5); t>o, Y ‘p’(t)2 --a IYI IP’(5NJ. 
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We want to split our operator into a sum of operators and to apply the 
proof of Lemma 4.2 to each term of this sum. In order to do this we choose 
an appropriate Coo partition of unity on S”- ‘,* {xi},“= r. We suppose that 
ifo,,o,Es~pp~,,then(o,-o,l<(a-a,)/4.Let~~besuchthat~~~~=~, 
and 10 1 - co21 < (a - a,)/2 if o,, o2 E supp tii. We define 
Then 




(y, Lg; y . P’($) B - y IYI Ip’(Vj)l 
I 
> 
where oj= P’(r]i)/lP’(qj)l is in supp x,. We also have that 
suppbj(t,t,.,.)cZlj= (y,r);y.w,B - 
{ 
y ,y,}. 
Now, for j fixed, there exists a family (~$}kp,~ such that if 
s,={y;y+o}, 
then 
nycjc (j sk, s, c ny c’, V k = 0, 1, . . . . p. 
k=O 
(WY can be taken to be equal to w,). 
Let { 8, >,P=, be a partition of the unity in the neighbourhood of rcy c’, 
positive homogeneous of degree zero and subordinated to the covering 
{Sk};, o of rrLycj. Finally we set 
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Then 
s"PPbjk(5, t, .2 ‘)= {(Y, 4); Y’a:>o} 
and Yj(t, y, 5) satisfies the estimations from Lemma 2.2 on the set 
{(Y, a Y.+o>. 
The proof of Lemma 4.2 applies to this case. 
LEMMA 4.4. sup,, I SUP,20 IIEr,.(t)ll <co. 
Proof: As we have seen, E, + (t) = e ~ irp(D)Fr, i (t). The operators F,, +(t) 
are continuous on L’(F) for every t 2 0. Let 4 be in C;(F), 4(t) = 1 for 
151 6 1. Then #(D/s) F,, +(t) -+ F,, +(t) strongly when s -+ co. But the 
operators &D/s) F,, *(t) satisfy the properties listed in Remark 4.3. Q.E.D. 




for every rj in Cc(R). Indeed, for u in Y we have 
f (ICI(H) eirHE,, +(t)u) 
=eifH$(H) VsE,,+(t)u 
+$(H) e”“(V,(x)- VP, t, x)) E,,+(t)u 
+ (2n)-n $(fqeitH 
J.l 
ei<c5>-iWkra.5) 
x CVPY t,x)- VP, t, vgt? Y? 01 
LEMMA 4.5. (Schur). Let K be a continuous function defined in R” x R” 
such that sup, 1 IK(x, y)( dx < C, supx f IK(x, y)l dy 6 C. Then the integral 
operator with kernel K is a continuous operator in L’(R”) with norm < C. 
The proof of this lemma is not difficult and can be found in [4]. 
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LEMMA 4.6. Let q be in CT(R”), 0 Q q < 1, q(x) = 1 for 1x1 < 4, q(x) =0 
for 1x1 > 1. Then there exists a constant b > 0 such that for every m in N the 
foIIowing estimation holds: 
Proof: The kernel of q(x/b(r + t)) E, +(t) is 
K(r, t;x, ~)=(2rr)-“Se’<~,~>-‘~(‘,‘;,~)~ & a,,+(y, t)d<, 
( ) 
where the integral is an oscillatory one. On the support of the function to 
integrate the following inequality holds 
IY + tP’(5) + y;ctt Y, 01 2 4lYl + t IP’(Ol). 
Hence there exists a constant b such that 
and 
L-y-@(5)- Y;(t, Y, 511 >c,(r+ta) (6) 
Ix-Y-@‘(5)- y;ct, Y, 5)l >c,(lxl+ IYI +tW) 
for (x9 Y, 0 E supp rG/b(r + t)) a, + (Y, 5). 
Therefore we can introduce the differential operator 
(7) 
L= -i x-Y-@‘(t)- qt, y, 5) 
,x-y- tP’(l)- Yk(t, y, {),‘+ 
A repeated integration by parts gives 
K(r, t;x, ~)=le’(.~,~)-‘~(~.*,~)~ & (‘L)ka,+(y, <)d{. 
( > 
Taking k large and applying Lemma 4.5 we obtain the desired estimation. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.7. lim,, co JOm ll$(W ~,E~,+(t)ll dt=O. 
Proof: We have 
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Now the assumptions (v) and (x) from the introduction are used to 
estimate the first term of the sum and the assumption (x) and Lemma 4.6 
for the estimation of the second term. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.8. lim,, o. j: II(VL(x)-V(p,t,x))E,,+(t)lldr=O. 
Proof: Since 1 -x( px) x(x log(t)/(t)) is equal to zero for 1x1 2 
max { ( t )/log( t >, p ~ ’ } there exists a constant t, > 0 such that 
for t 2 to. From Lemma 4.6. we deduce that 
lim f O” II(v,(x)- V~,t,x))Er,+(t)ll dt=O. r-rm 10 
On the other hand, if t < t,, we can find a constant r0 > 0 such that (8) 
holds for r B rO. We can apply again Lemma 4.6. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma is a consequence of Remark 4.3 and of Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 4.9. Zj 
A,+(t)u(x)=(2n)~“ffei(x,~)-iw(r.*.t) 
x CUP, t, qct, Y, 5))- UP, t, q(w)- 1, p, t,y, c;)] 
x~,+(Y, 5) u(y) 4 4 
then 
lim 5 m II~,,+(t)ll dt=O. I-+03 cl 
LEMMA 4.10. If 
B,+(t)u(x)=(2x)-“jje”‘“-‘W”,V.i’[V(P. t,x)- V(p, t, W;(t, y, t)] 
then 
lim s O” II&,+(tNl dt=O. r-m 0 
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ProoJ: We decompose the domain of integration in two subdomains. If 
Ix - y - tP’(t)l < c( 1x1 + Jy + tP’(<)l) and if c < 1 is sufficiently small, then 
Ix-y- tP’(t)l < 4 Iy+ tP’([)l. Let x, be in C,“(R), xl(n)= 1 for 111 < 
(~/2)~, xl(A) = 0 for 121 > c2. We define 
l?b, Y> 0 = Xl ( IX-Y- fP’(5)l’ > lx12 + lY+ @‘(O12 ’ 
4(x, Y> r)=l(x? YY 5)Ur,+(Y, 8, 
a,(4 Y> 5) = a, .(Y? 4) - a,(x, Y> 5). 
Accordingly to these definitions, the operator B, +(t) splits in a sum of two 
operators, B, i(t) and B, 2( t ). 
Now Ix-y-tP’(5)1 is greater than c,(lxl + lyl +t IP’(l)I) on suppa,, 
where c, is a positive constant sufficiently small. Thus the norm of Br,2(f) 
can be estimated as in Lemma 4.6. We have 
IIB,,dt)ll < C( 1 + r + t)-2. 
On the other hand, on supp a, we have that Ix-y- tP’(t)l < 
4 Iy+ tP’(<)( and 1x1 <C ly + tP’(<)l. The kernel of B,.,(t) is equal to 
i(zn)-n j” ei<X,t>-iWf,y.5) a, 
x [ a, Y, :)J’ ww, t, OX+ (1 -0) w;ct, Y, -me dc. 0 1 
If we set 
u~,r)=a, ~,(~,y,4)S’(a,~)(p,t,e~+(i-8)~;(t,y,5))d~ 
[ 0 1 
then 
ia: a.vpl(X, Y, 01 ~c.~,,cv+ t~w-~~~+~ 
<C&(1 + 1x1 + lyj + t IP’(l)l)-‘-‘“I-” 
Using once again the Taylor formula, we obtain 
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s ei(-~,T>-iW(‘,Y,S)bl(X, y, 5) dt 
= e’<X,5>-‘W(‘,.~‘5r)bl( w;(t, y, <), y, t;) d< 
+i ei<x.t)-iW(t..v.t) 8 
s 
c 
x l(a,b,)(ex+(l-O) w;(t,~,5),~,5)de&. s 0 
The Remark 4.3 can be used to estimate the first term of the sum. We 
denote with b, the amplitude of the second term 
b,(x, Y, 5) = 8, j’ (~,b,)(ex+ (1 - 0) w;(c Y, 0, Y, 5) de. 0 
Then 
18: +;b,(x, y, l)l 6 C,,,(y+ ~P’(tl))~~~“‘-~. 
We proceed like before until we obtain a remainder b,(x, y, <) which 
satisfies the conditions from the lemma of Schur. Summing up we obtain 
that 
IIB,,(t)ll d C(l + t))-E’2 r-E’2. Q.E.D. 
The following result is an immediate corollary of Lemmas 4.7-4.10. 
LEMMA 4.11. (i) If $ is in C,“(R”) then there exist the operators 
W ,, k = s - ,!II, ti(ff) eirH&, +(t). 
- 
(ii) lim,- oo IIIc/W) P, It - W,, + II = 0. 
Now the proof of the theorem proceeds as in [7]. For the sake of 
completeness we shall indicate the main steps. 
LEMMA 4.12. The relation (2) (for @+ and t > 0) holds. 
ProoJ It can be shown using Lemmas 2.4, 2.5, and Remark 4.3 that 
there exists 
W r, + =s- lim eiW(‘,D)E,,+(t) f--r +m 
and Ran o,, + c Z&(H,). 
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Hence W,, + = II/(H) p+ o,, +. Lemma 4.11 implies that 
0 = lim II @‘T $(ff) p, + - @t*, NH) m+ u,, + II r-03 
= lim II m+ V $(ff) p, + - m+ ICI(ff,) 0, + II r-m 
= lim I/ @+ @‘T II/(H) P, + - W,, + II r-cc 
= lim II m+ @‘*, WI p, + - Il/(W P, + II. r-em 
At the second step we have used the fact that for $ in C,“(R\C,) the range 
of $(H,) is contained in X&(H,J = Ran w*+ i?i+ . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.13. For every u in L’(R”) and $ in C;(R\c,) we have that 
lim sup (1 - wt, @) t+?(H) h(D) 8 L 
r-00 rso II 
( r)epiyHu~~ =O. 
Proof: We consider again only the case t > 0. It is sufficient to show 
that 
lim sup \I(1 - IV, IV:) IC/(H) P,,+epi’“ulj =O. 
r-m I>0 
The assertion for P, + is contained in the conclusion of Lemma 4.12. In the 
case of P,- we proceed as follows. As a consequence of Lemma 4.6 we 
obtain that 
lim sup llE,,-(t)* ~11 =O. 
r-00 r<o 
On the other hand we know that 
lim sup lid(H) P,- -4(1Y)e”~E,~(t)ll =0 
i--cc t<o 
for every 4 in C,“(R). Therefore 
lim sup IIPZ-epirHqb(H)uII =O, VUEL~(R~),V&C~(R). 
r-co r>o 
Since 4 is arbitrary in C:(R) and II P, _ - Pz ~ II 6 Cr - ’ we have that 
lim sup II P, _ ecifHull = 0, V u E L*(R”). Q.E.D. 
r-00 f>O 
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LEMMA 4.14. Let $ be in C,“(R\C’,) and u in Xc(H). Then 
The proof of this lemma is identical to that of Lemma 4 from [8]. It 
makes use of the RAGE theorem and of the fact that q(x)(H, + i)-’ is a 
compact operator for every 9 in C,“( R”) (see [2]). 
The statements (b) and (c) of the theorem are simply corollaries of this 
lemma. The last statement results from the fact that ( 1 - m+ i?l*, ) I,$( H) is 
a compact operator for every $ in C,“( R\C,). 
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